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Ultrasonic methods are increasingly being used in the food industry for both food analysis and food 
modification. Ultrasound technology is relatively inexpensive, simple and cost-effective in terms of 
energy and time and is a non-destructive technique compared to other conventional technologies. 
The ultrasonic spectrum based on frequency and intensity is divided into two types, including low 
frequency (less than 100 kHz)-high-power (more than 1 W/cm2) ultrasound and high frequency 
(more than100 kHz) low-power (less than 1 W/cm2) ultrasound.  The effect of ultrasound on 
various materials is caused by the formation, growth, and collapse of bubbles, which is referred to 
as cavitation. The ultrasonic spectrum based on frequency and intensity is divided into two types, 
including low frequency (less than 100 kHz)-high-power (more than 1 W/cm2) ultrasound and high 
frequency (more than 100 kHz) low-power (less than 1 W/cm2) ultrasound. Ultrasound applications 
in the food industry are very diverse. This review summarizes the major popular applications of low 
and high-power ultrasound in food science and technology.

 Citation: Molaee-Aghaee E, Salehi A, Karami L, Zomorodiyan N. Ultrasound as a modern preservation technique in food 
safety: a review. J food safe & hyg 2021; 7(4): 180-190

1. Introduction
Nowadays, with the development of international 

trade such as the export and import of various foods, 

special attention has been paid to modern food 

preservation techniques. One of the most important 

and useful modern food preservation techniques is the 

ultrasonic method.  

* Corresponding author. Tel.: +989141806511
  E-mail address: salehia15@gmail.com

Ultrasound is a type of energy produced by 

longitudinal mechanical waves whose frequencies is 

greater than 20 kHz, and is above the human hearing 

limit (1). Ultrasound is a modern technology that is 

known for its reliable and cost-effective use, as well as 

its high performance, nonpolluting and environmental 

friendliness (2). 
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This technology is used to benefit food processing, such 

as increased mass transfer, food preservation and 

packaging, thermal treatment assistance, texture 

modulation and food analysis in the food industry (3). 

Ultrasound technology is relatively inexpensive, 

simple and cost-effective in terms of energy and time 

compared to other conventional technologies (4). As a 

result, this technology is recognized in the food 

industry as a viable and non-destructive process (5). 

The ultrasonic spectrum can be divided into two types 

based on frequency and intensity: low frequency-high-

power (LF-HP) ultrasound and high frequency-low-

power (HF-LP) ultrasound (6). 

The energy and frequency of HF-LP ultrasounds are <1 

W/cm2 and >100 kHz respectively (7). Low-power 

ultrasound does not typically induce major and severe 

physical or chemical changes, and it is used for non-

destructive and noninvasive food analyses, as well as 

monitoring and control of food diversity during 

processing and manufacturing to ensure high food 

quality and safety (8). This technique has also been 

used in medicine, pharmaceuticals, and cosmetics. 

Unlike traditional analytical techniques, low-power 

ultrasound measurements are quick, automated, and 

simple to use in both laboratories and production lines 

(9). HF-LP ultrasound together with nuclear magnetic 

resonance spectroscopy (NMR) are currently the 

foremost popular, practical and widely used 

nondestructive analytical methods today (10). 

Modifying the physicochemical properties and 

improving the consistency of various food systems 

during processing are typical applications of the LF-HP 

ultrasound with a frequency of 20–100 kHz and a 

power of more than 1 W/cm2 (7,11). High-power 

ultrasound is able to produce changes in the material 

and structure. It is used in a wide range of food 

industry processes such as surface cleaning and 

decontamination, microbial and enzymatic 

inactivation, degassing, defoaming, and improvement 

of mass transfer (12). The most popular applications for 

low-power and high-power ultrasound are mentioned 

in table 1. 

The effect of ultrasound on various materials is caused 

by the formation, growth, and collapse of bubbles, 

which is referred to as cavitation (13). Principally, 

Cavitation phenomenon occurs when the size of the 

micro-bubbles in liquids increases due to the high and 

low pressure cycles produced by ultrasound waves 

(14). A vast amount of energy is released as the size of 

the micro-bubbles expands and gradually collapses. In 

general, the basis of the cavitation phenomenon is the 

disintegration of microscopic air bubbles due to the 

absorption of ultrasonic energy (15).  As a result, the 

cavitation process causes two major effects, which are 

referred to as physical and chemical effects (16). 

Physical effects mostly occur at frequencies of 20 to 40 

kHz. Since the energy released in this frequency range 

is higher, the bubble's size is larger and the number of 

cavitation spots would be low (16, 17). The size of the 

bubble would be smaller at frequencies above 80 kHz 

due to the less energy released, so the number of spots 

is higher, and the predominant effects are mainly 

chemical (18). Hence, various physical and chemical 

effects are generated based on the ultrasound intensity 

and frequency. Because of the asymmetry of the 

bubble-burst cavity, high-velocity liquid micro-jets are 

produced near of solid boundary (19). Liquid jets 

induce intense adiabatic contraction of gases and 

vapors within bubbles by causing strong vibrations on 

the surface of the solids, which causes very high 
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temperatures inside the bubbles (20). When ultrasonic 

waves strike a material, these waves apply a force that, 

if perpendicular to the surface, passes through the 

environment in the form of a pressure wave, and if it is 

parallel to the surface, it creates an incision wave (21). 

These waves allow the areas to compact and expand. 

Gas bubbles are formed in the environment as a result 

of pressure fluctuations in these areas. Inside the 

bubbles, a condensation state occurs when they are 

compressed. Vibration waves are generated by the 

collision of condensed molecules. Both of these 

compressive and thermal changes gradually lead to 

tissue degradation and cell membrane thinning over 

time (22,23). 

The pulse-echo technique is the most commonly used 

ultrasonic technique. The pulse-echo technique is 

widely used in ultrasonic inspections for thickness 

measurement and defect sizing, and it includes 

identifying indication echoes when the signal is 

reflected from a discontinuity in a test material 

structure (24,25). Most ultrasound measurement 

systems include the following components: Cell 

Measurement, Signal Generator, Transducer and 

oscilloscope. The signal generator produces an 

electrical pulse with a specific frequency and 

oscillation, then, the transducer converts the electrical 

pulse into an ultrasonic pulse. This pulse passes 

through the sample in the Cell Measurement and after 

colliding with the inner wall of the Cell, it is reflected 

and returns to the transducer, where it is detected 

(Fig.1) (26,27).      

Table 1. The most popular applications of low-power and high-
power ultrasound in the food industry 

Type of 
ultrasound 

Applications 

High 
frequency-low-
power 

Meat products 
Fruits, vegetables and Fruit juice 
Milk and dairy products 
Cereal products 
Fat and emulsion products 
Honey 
Food proteins 

Aerated foods 

Ice cream 
Whipped cream 
Confectionary 
Desserts. 
Bread dough 

Food gels 
Ultrasonic monitoring of food freezing 

low frequency-
high-power 

Emulsion formation 
Food 
preservation 

Microbial and enzyme 
inactivation 
Microbial decontamination and 
surface cleaning 

Mass transfer 
Extraction 
Drying and dehydration 
Drying and dehydration 

Energy transfer Heating 
Freezing 
Thawing 

Foaming and degassing capacity 
Filtration 
Texture modification 
Food cutting 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of pulse-echo ultrasonic technique 
(28) 
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2. Meat and meat products

Parameters of pH, water holding capacity (WHC), 

texture, oxidative stability and sensory attributes are 

some of the most important consistency characteristics 

to consider when evaluating meat and its products (29). 

Since the 1950s, ultrasound has been used in the meat 

industry to assess the fat and muscle of live cattle (30). 

Nowadays, the ultrasonic method is also used in 

various fields of the meat industry, including animal 

fertility assessment, animal slaughter, quality detection 

and the cutability of carcasses after slaughtering (29, 

31). One of the most important applications of 

ultrasound in the food industry is assessing the 

composition of adipose tissue thickness in live animals 

and carcasses (such as fish, goats, sheep and poultry) 

(32). While NMR and X-ray imaging techniques used in 

the meat industry are usually very costly and time-

consuming. Tenderness is an essential feature of meat 

quality and consistency that is determined by the 

structural organization and integrity of the skeletal 

muscle and composition (33). Tenderness of meat is one 

of the most important factors in customer satisfaction 

in meat consumption and is usually achieved after 

slaughter in a number of ways, including the hanging 

of the carcass, mincing, and the use of an enzyme (34). 

However, these manual methods often have a negative 

impact on the appearance and quality of the meat. 

Therefore, the ultrasonic technique could be a suitable 

alternative to manual and conventional approaches. 

Ultrasonic treatment enhanced meat tenderness by 

preventing the formation of actin-myosin complexes 

through rupturing cells and releasing calcium, as well 

as helping to release natural enzymes in meat, such as 

cathepsin (35,36). 

Table 2. Some examples of the latest studies on the use of ultrasound 
technique in meat and meat products. 

Ref-year Ultrasound 
condition 

Type of 
sample and 
Purpose of the 
study 

Results and observations 

(37)-
2021 

300 W at 40 
 kHz at 30°C
for 80 min 

Ultrasound  and 
quality of 
chicken breast 
meat 

a slight adverse effect on the 
color and pH of chicken breast 
improving meat WHC by 
promoting water migration and 
distribution 
softened meat texture by 
destroying muscle fiber 
structure 

(38)-
2021 

different 
power levels 
(200, 300, 
400, and 500 
W) 

Ultrasound and 
emulsifying 
and gelling 
properties of 
chicken 
myofibrillar 
protein 

Ultrasound-assisted immersion 
thawing (UT) reduced loss of 
gel strength and WHC. 
UT at 300 W decreased the 
turbidity and particle size of 
myofibrillar protein. 
Promoted the formation of a 
stable emulsion. 
UT-300 samples had less 
mobility and losses of 
immobilized and free water. 
UT at 300 W created the 
compact and homogeneous 
myofibrillar protein gel 
network. 

(39)-
2021 

400 w, 45 
kHz 

Improve WHC 
of beef during 
freezing‐
thawing 
process 

The WHC of beef without 
ultrasound was 0.69 after one 
freezing–thawing process. 
Ultrasound improved the WHC 
quality of beef (0.78). 
Ultrasound reduced hardness 
but improved springiness 
(elasticity) and pH value. 

(40)-
2021 

Ultrasonic 
bath: at 33 
kHz, 96 W, 
for 1 h. 
ultrasonic 
probe: at 20 
kHz, 75 W, 
for 1 h. 

Ultrasound and 
Pork loin 
(Longissimus 
dorsi) muscle 
quality 

No changes were observed for 
shear force and TBARs values. 
Improving the hardness of meat 
at the end of storage. 
Improving colour at the end of 
storage. 
Prevention of cross 
contamination during meat 
processing. 
Increasing the shelf-life of the 
product. 

(41)-
2021 

250 kHz 
5 and 20°C 

Ultrasound  and 
textural 
properties of 
pork burger 
patties 

Ultrasonic velocity increases 
exponentially with fat content 
at 5°C. 
Ultrasonic attenuation 
decreases exponentially with 
fat content at 5°C and 20°C. 
Noticeable correlations were 
found between hardness and 
ultrasonic velocity 
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Ultrasonic technique, as a low-cost, non-invasive 

procedure, greatly decreases the aging period and 

improves the organoleptic properties of meat. Over the 

last few decades, many pieces of research have shown 

that ultrasonic treatment has the ability to improve the 

tenderness and sensory properties of meat and its 

byproducts. A number of latest studies on the effect of 

ultrasound on the physical and chemical properties of 

different meat and meat products are summarized in 

table 2. 

3. Milk and dairy products

In recent years, the use of ultrasound as an alternative 

technique for the processing dairy products has been 

investigated and evaluated in terms of food product 

physical and functional attributes, food safety, shelf 

life, and cost savings to food producers (2,42). 

Emulsification of milk products, fractionation of milk 

liquid and removal of fat layers, disruption of casein 

micelles, and production of milk with smaller particle 

sizes are the major applications of ultrasonic in the 

dairy industry (43,44).

Sonication has also been used to accelerate the ripenin

g of cheese, increase lactose hydrolysis in fermented m

ilk, and estimate the size and concentration of bubbles 

in whipped cream and yogurt (45,46). Generally, 

Purification, inactivation of bacteria and enzymes, and 

homogenization are some of the uses of this technique 

in the dairy industry (47). Several latest studies on the 

use of ultrasound on dairy products are summarized in 

table 3. 

4. Fruits, vegetables and Fruit juice

Because of the scattering of sound from voids and 

pores, fruits and vegetables are extremely attenuating 

products (51). So, measurable ultrasound parameters 

such as velocity, attenuation, and resistance must be 

used to assess the properties of fruits and vegetables. 

The ultrasonic treatment has the greatest effect on fruits 

and vegetables due to the existence of intercellular 

spaces (52). Therefore, some fruits and vegetables 

(such as apples, bananas, cucumbers and watermelons, 

potatoes and squash) have very high attenuation 

coefficients and their ultrasonic velocity is less than the 

ultrasonic velocity of air (53). Many research on the 

impact of ultrasound on the properties of fruits and 

vegetables have been performed in the last decade. For 

instance, Mizrach in 2008, determined the various 

physiological and physiochemical properties of fresh 

fruit and vegetables in pre- and postharvest processes 

by Ultrasonic technology (54). Mizrach measured the 

various properties including firmness, mealiness, dry 

weight percentage, oil contents, total soluble solids, and 

shelf-life of fruits and vegetables. Mizrach (2004) also 

used an ultrasonic process to assess the maturity and 

sugar content of plum fruits in another study (55). Also, 

Seymour and coauthors have used ultrasound for 

microbial decontamination of fruits and vegetables 

(56). 
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Table 3. Some examples of the latest studies on the use of ultrasound 
technique in milk and dairy products 
Ref-
year 

Ultrasound 
condition 

Type of sample 
and Purpose of 
the study 

Results and observations 

(48)-
2021 

44.56 ± 
3.47 W 

 cm−2

4 min 

extraction of 
milk 
phospholipids 
from beta-
serum 

The extraction yield of milk 
phospholipids was 69.67 ± 
3.45%. 
The recovered fraction was 
made of phosphatidylinositol 
(32%), 
phosphatidylethanolamine 
(30%), and sphingomyelin 
(37%). 

(49)-
2021 

42–70 
 W/cm2 for
5 min. 

impact of soy 
lecithin in 
emulsification 
of dairy 
beverages 

Improving the stability of 
ultrasound emulsions at high 
acoustic intensity without the 
use of soy lecithin. 
Increasing of particle size 
(470–500 nm). 
ultrasound can be used as 
manufacturing aid for the 
formulation of dairy‐based 
emulsions 

(50)-
2021 

amplitude 
= 50, and 
75% 
 time = 5, 
10 and 15 
min 

temperature 
= 45, 55 
 and 65ºC

determination 
of 
physicochemica
l, textural and 
sensory 
properties of 
yoghurt 

increasing of apparent 
viscosity, hardness and 
lightness of yoghurt with 
increasing of  time, 
temperature and amplitude 
At 75% of amplitude, the pH, 
syneresis and flavour decreased 
but acidity, adhesiveness, 
cohesiveness, springiness, 
chewiness, redness, yellowness 
and overall acceptance 
increased. 
Based on the physicochemical 
and sensorial results, 
sonication at 55 °C, 10 min and 
75% of amplitude, effectively 
improved the properties of 
yoghurt 

The ultrasonic technique has also been used to 

determine the concentration of various sugar species in 

fruit juices (42). In order to extend the shelf life of fruit 

juices and prevent microbial growth, typically thermal 

pasteurization is used. However, using high 

temperatures can have unfavorable biochemical and 

nutritional effects on final product's quality. Therefore, 

the ultrasound technique has the potential to be very 

useful as a non-destructive tool in the juice industry 

(57).  

A number of latest studies on the ultrasound 

applications on various properties of Fruits, 

Vegetables and Fruit juice are summarized in table 4. 

5. Advantages and limitations of Ultrasonic method

Ultrasound is adaptable, portable, and has a high depth 

of penetration. High sensitivity and the ability to find 

very small defects. It has no negative impacts on food 

and is a non-destructive technique and rapid compared 

to conventional techniques such as thermal methods. 

Furthermore, it is readily adaptable for online 

measurements, which would be helpful for tracking 

food processing operations (10,62). 

One of the main limitations of ultrasonic technique is 

that the presence of gas micro-bubbles in a sample 

would attenuates ultrasound to the point that an 

ultrasonic wave cannot be pervaded through the 

sample. In addition, it requires highly trained operators 

as well as the careful attention of experienced 

technicians (63). 
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Table 4. Some examples of the latest studies on the use of ultrasound techniques in Fruits, Vegetables and Fruit juice 

6. Conclusion

Ultrasound is an advanced technique in the field of 

food science and technology. Ultrasound's tunable 

frequency broadened its applications in food analysis, 

processing, and quality control. The ultrasonic 

spectrum based on frequency and intensity is divided 

into two types, including low frequency-high-power 

(LF-HP) ultrasound and high frequency-low-power 

(HF-LP) ultrasound. The application of HF-LP 

ultrasound provides a non-invasive, inexpensive and 

simple method for assessing the food composition, 

physical and chemical properties and detecting 

contamination in a variety of foods, including fish, 

eggs, poultry, dairy foods, and so on. The LF-HP 

ultrasound modifies the physicochemical properties 

and increases the consistency of different food systems 

during processing by mechanical, chemical and 

biochemical effects. Over the decades, researchers have 

investigated the impact of ultrasound on the different 

properties of foods. This procedure has helped to 

minimize cost, save energy and improve food product 

quality. 

Ref-
year 

Ultrasound condition Type of sample 
and Purpose of the 

study 

Results and observations 

(58)-
2021 

630 W 
40 kHz 
10 min 

the ultrasonic 
coupling purslane 

extract on the 
browning resistance 
of fresh-cut potato 

The optimal ultrasonic time was obtained 10 min. 
The mixture of ultrasound and 0.02% purslane extract had a 

better anti-browning effect. 
The ultrasound method reduced the cell membrane damage. 

Ultrasonic reduced anti-browning minimum effective 
concentration of purslane extract. 

(59)-
2020 

12, 18 and 25 kW m3 
40ºC 

drying of fruits 
and vegetables 

The use of ultrasonic waves changed the microstructure of 
materials both on the surface and inside them. 

The ultrasonic wave reduced the thickness of boundary layer. 

(60)-
2020 

50 W, 240 W, and 
300 W 

25ºC 
45 kHz 
30 min 

freeze-drying of 
carrot slices 

The ultrasound treatment reduced drying time significantly 
(p<0.05). 

At ultrasonic power of 150 W, 240 W, and 300 W, the drying 
time was reduced by 20.7%, 23.7%, and 22.6%, respectively.  

The determination of b-carotene content was significantly 
higher (p < 0.05) at 300 W. 

(61)-
2020 

100, 200, 300 and 
400W 

20 kHz 
5, 10, 15, 20 
and 30 min 

25, 35, 45, 55 and 
65ºC 

Inactivation of 
polyphenol oxidase 

in quince 

The polyphenol oxidase activity was reduced to 35% at the 
intensity of 400 W for 20 min. 

The ultrasound technique inactivated the enzyme. 
High-intensity ultrasonic treatment caused protein aggregation, 

distortion of tertiary structure, and α‐helix degradation in the PPO 
enzyme. 
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